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State of Utah Mail - Docket 14-035-114: Rooftop Solar PSC Docket

PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Docket 14-035-114: Rooftop Solar PSC Docket
1 message
Rebecca Canright <rebeccagroovypeace@gmail.com>
Reply-To: rebeccagroovypeace@gmail.com
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jul 19, 2017 at 10:41 PM

On November 9, Rocky Mountain Power filed a request before the Public Service Commission to raise rates on rooftop
solar customers. I oppose this fee request. I do not believe the utility has proven that these customers burden other
ratepayers or the system with significant costs.
There are many problems with the utility's claims, including:
Rocky Mountain Power's Cost of Service study dramatically over estimates the cost of servicing rooftop solar customers
while underestimating the benefits solar provides to the grid and other ratepayers.
Almost 60% of the "costs" in Rocky Mountain Powers study are actually lost revenue for the utility, rather than actual
engineering and maintenance costs. It is not appropriate that the utility seeks to force solar customers to fill its
shareholders' pockets.
Lastly, the utility has failed to fully account many of the grid benefits which rooftop solar provides, such as transmission
upgrades, deferred capital costs and avoided environmental compliance costs.
I hope the governor's office and the commission take a hard look at the many detailed and thorough testimonies which
the solar industry and clean energy advocates have filed.
Rooftop solar is not a "cost" for the grid, but a valuable resource and should be treated as such. These studies will prove
it.
Thank you for your time.

Rebecca Canright
8 Deboer Farm Ln
Address 2
Asbury, NJ 08802

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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State of Utah Mail - Docket 14-035-114: Rooftop Solar PSC Docket

PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Docket 14-035-114: Rooftop Solar PSC Docket
1 message
Amy Hansen <pittle.r.us@gmail.com>
Reply-To: pittle.r.us@gmail.com
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jul 19, 2017 at 10:54 PM

On November 9, Rocky Mountain Power filed a request before the Public Service Commission to raise rates on rooftop
solar customers. I oppose this fee request. I do not believe the utility has proven that these customers burden other
ratepayers or the system with significant costs.
There are many problems with the utility's claims, including:
Rocky Mountain Power's Cost of Service study dramatically over estimates the cost of servicing rooftop solar customers
while underestimating the benefits solar provides to the grid and other ratepayers.
Almost 60% of the "costs" in Rocky Mountain Powers study are actually lost revenue for the utility, rather than actual
engineering and maintenance costs. It is not appropriate that the utility seeks to force solar customers to fill its
shareholders' pockets.
Lastly, the utility has failed to fully account many of the grid benefits which rooftop solar provides, such as transmission
upgrades, deferred capital costs and avoided environmental compliance costs.
I hope the governor's office and the commission take a hard look at the many detailed and thorough testimonies which
the solar industry and clean energy advocates have filed.
Rooftop solar is not a "cost" for the grid, but a valuable resource and should be treated as such. These studies will prove
it.
Thank you for your time.

Amy Hansen
8 Deboer Farm Ln
Asbury, NJ 08802

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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State of Utah Mail - Docket 14-035-114: Rooftop Solar PSC Docket

PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Docket 14-035-114: Rooftop Solar PSC Docket
1 message
Matt Monson <Mattmons@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Mattmons@gmail.com
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 1:27 AM

On November 9, Rocky Mountain Power filed a request before the Public Service Commission to raise rates on rooftop
solar customers. I oppose this fee request. I do not believe the utility has proven that these customers burden other
ratepayers or the system with significant costs.
There are many problems with the utility's claims, including:
Rocky Mountain Power's Cost of Service study dramatically over estimates the cost of servicing rooftop solar customers
while underestimating the benefits solar provides to the grid and other ratepayers.
Almost 60% of the "costs" in Rocky Mountain Powers study are actually lost revenue for the utility, rather than actual
engineering and maintenance costs. It is not appropriate that the utility seeks to force solar customers to fill its
shareholders' pockets.
Lastly, the utility has failed to fully account many of the grid benefits which rooftop solar provides, such as transmission
upgrades, deferred capital costs and avoided environmental compliance costs.
I hope the governor's office and the commission take a hard look at the many detailed and thorough testimonies which
the solar industry and clean energy advocates have filed.
Rooftop solar is not a "cost" for the grid, but a valuable resource and should be treated as such. These studies will prove
it.
Thank you for your time.

Matt Monson
326 E Stanton Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Docket 14-035-114: Rooftop Solar PSC Docket
1 message
Eugene Jones <genejones7@msn.com>
Reply-To: genejones7@msn.com
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 8:14 AM

On November 9, Rocky Mountain Power filed a request before the Public Service Commission to raise rates on rooftop
solar customers. I oppose this fee request. I do not believe the utility has proven that these customers burden other
ratepayers or the system with significant costs.
There are many problems with the utility's claims, including:
Rocky Mountain Power's Cost of Service study dramatically over estimates the cost of servicing rooftop solar customers
while underestimating the benefits solar provides to the grid and other ratepayers.
Almost 60% of the "costs" in Rocky Mountain Powers study are actually lost revenue for the utility, rather than actual
engineering and maintenance costs. It is not appropriate that the utility seeks to force solar customers to fill its
shareholders' pockets.
Lastly, the utility has failed to fully account many of the grid benefits which rooftop solar provides, such as transmission
upgrades, deferred capital costs and avoided environmental compliance costs.
I hope the governor's office and the commission take a hard look at the many detailed and thorough testimonies which
the solar industry and clean energy advocates have filed.
Rooftop solar is not a "cost" for the grid, but a valuable resource and should be treated as such. These studies will prove
it.
Thank you for your time.

Eugene Jones
933 S 1200 E
Salt Lake City, UT 84105

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Docket 14-035-114: Rooftop Solar PSC Docket
1 message
Kawika Heftel <kawika@heftelstudios.com>
Reply-To: kawika@heftelstudios.com
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 11:39 AM

On November 9, Rocky Mountain Power filed a request before the Public Service Commission to raise rates on rooftop
solar customers. I oppose this fee request. I do not believe the utility has proven that these customers burden other
ratepayers or the system with significant costs.
There are many problems with the utility's claims, including:
Rocky Mountain Power's Cost of Service study dramatically over estimates the cost of servicing rooftop solar customers
while underestimating the benefits solar provides to the grid and other ratepayers.
Almost 60% of the "costs" in Rocky Mountain Powers study are actually lost revenue for the utility, rather than actual
engineering and maintenance costs. It is not appropriate that the utility seeks to force solar customers to fill its
shareholders' pockets.
Lastly, the utility has failed to fully account many of the grid benefits which rooftop solar provides, such as transmission
upgrades, deferred capital costs and avoided environmental compliance costs.
I hope the governor's office and the commission take a hard look at the many detailed and thorough testimonies which
the solar industry and clean energy advocates have filed.
Rooftop solar is not a "cost" for the grid, but a valuable resource and should be treated as such. These studies will prove
it.
Thank you for your time.

Kawika Heftel
676 W 800 N Apt B
Provo, UT 84601

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Docket 14-035-114: Rooftop Solar PSC Docket
1 message
Joseph Nielson <j.m.nielson@gmail.com>
Reply-To: j.m.nielson@gmail.com
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 11:56 AM

On November 9, Rocky Mountain Power filed a request before the Public Service Commission to raise rates on rooftop
solar customers. I oppose this fee request. I do not believe the utility has proven that these customers burden other
ratepayers or the system with significant costs.
There are many problems with the utility's claims, including:
Rocky Mountain Power's Cost of Service study dramatically over estimates the cost of servicing rooftop solar customers
while underestimating the benefits solar provides to the grid and other ratepayers.
Almost 60% of the "costs" in Rocky Mountain Powers study are actually lost revenue for the utility, rather than actual
engineering and maintenance costs. It is not appropriate that the utility seeks to force solar customers to fill its
shareholders' pockets.
Lastly, the utility has failed to fully account many of the grid benefits which rooftop solar provides, such as transmission
upgrades, deferred capital costs and avoided environmental compliance costs.
I hope the governor's office and the commission take a hard look at the many detailed and thorough testimonies which
the solar industry and clean energy advocates have filed.
Rooftop solar is not a "cost" for the grid, but a valuable resource and should be treated as such. These studies will prove
it.
Thank you for your time.

Joseph Nielson
5879 S 1375 E
South Ogden, UT 84405

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
Elizabeth Corrigan (lizzcorrigan@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:15
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Corrigan
657 E 4th Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
lizzcorrigan@gmail.com
(801) 703-5250
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
Sharon Holladay (sholladay2@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:15
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Sharon Holladay
120 S 200 W Apt 1203
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
sholladay2@gmail.com
(702) 689-7638
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
Alice Dowling (alidowling4567@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:17
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Alice Dowling
2367 East Blain Circle
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
alidowling4567@gmail.com
(801) 502-8398
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
Michael Graham (michaelgraham1369@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:17
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Michael Graham
440 S 500 E
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
michaelgraham1369@gmail.com
(385) 495-5571
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
Randy Tangreen (rtangreen@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:17
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Randy Tangreen
45 E 100 N Apt 17
Ephraim, UT 84627
rtangreen@gmail.com
(801) 472-4374
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
James Westwater (thecanyonwind@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:17
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
James Westwater
2608 E Canyon Crest Dr
Spanish Fork, UT 84660
thecanyonwind@yahoo.com
(801) 798-2888
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Jesse Hewitt (jhewitt28@netscape.net) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:17
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Jesse Hewitt
1111 26th St
Ogden, UT 84401
jhewitt28@netscape.net
(801) 529-3306
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
Dane Fairclough (test4dcf@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:17
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Dane Fairclough
7241 S. Towncrest Dr.
Cottonwood Heights, UT 84121
test4dcf@gmail.com
(801) 664-0370
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
Kearston Adams (kearston.adams@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:17
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Kearston Adams
235 S Navajo St
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
kearston.adams@gmail.com
(801) 815-2696
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
John Bowden (jigglebeebowden@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:18
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
John Bowden
1612 S Jefferson St
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
jigglebeebowden@gmail.com
(631) 813-9520
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Thomas Lewis (lewis.thomas.k@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:16
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Thomas Lewis
303 W 1650 N
PLEASANT GROVE, UT 84062
lewis.thomas.k@gmail.com
(801) 709-3146
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Chance Gordon (chancegordon1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:16
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Chance Gordon
936 E Johnsonway Dr
Sandy, UT 84094
chancegordon1@gmail.com
(801) 824-6558
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Kendal Scott (hippienoodles11@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:16
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Solar is the future. We should be putting money and efforts toward developing it, and anyone who is smart will jump on
that instead of hanging onto to increasingly irrelevant energy sources.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Kendal Scott
341 N Center St
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
hippienoodles11@yahoo.com
(425) 367-1845
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Kaitlin Stark (kastark293@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:16
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Kaitlin Stark
304 S 100 W Apt 20
Cedar City, UT 84720
kastark293@gmail.com
(570) 299-0706
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Hannah Hanson (hannah.harper.hanson@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at
2:16 PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Hannah Hanson
909 S 800 E
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84105
hannah.harper.hanson@gmail.com
(801) 898-4292
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Rose Shea (rsbartel@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message <automail@knowwho.com> Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:16 PM
To: psc@utah.gov
Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Rose Shea
3691 S Terrace Heights Rd
Salt Lake City, UT 84109
rsbartel@msn.com
(801) 884-8836
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Lexi Cano (alexiscanos44@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:15
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Lexi Cano
4650 S Loyola St
West Valley, UT 84120
alexiscanos44@icloud.com
(801) 662-8741
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Mindy Waggoner (mindy.farnsworth@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:15
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Mindy Waggoner
3441 W 5900 S
Roy, UT 84067
mindy.farnsworth@gmail.com
(801) 548-8860
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Tyler Mortensen Hayes (tyler_mortensen@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at
2:15 PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Tyler Mortensen Hayes
701 7th St
Ogden, UT 84404
tyler_mortensen@hotmail.com
(801) 682-3720
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Nikita Valdez (kitahv@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:18
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Nikita Valdez
352 S 1200 E
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
kitahv@hotmail.com
(801) 599-7887
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Barbara Burrell (b3sons@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:17
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Barbara Burrell
454 N 800 W Unit 2
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
b3sons@hotmail.com
(385) 900-9371
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Jenni Micheletti (jmon88@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:18
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Jenni Micheletti
1001 E Crandall Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
jmon88@hotmail.com
(801) 608-2958
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Valoy Woods (vblonde1013@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:18
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Stop manipulation of our people!! Your too high rates are ridiculous!??????
Solar is costly to get as well don't add to this cost you elite evil bloodsuckers! God bless the truth!
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Valoy Woods
1844 W South Jordan Pkwy #220
SOUTH JORDAN, UT 84095
vblonde1013@yahoo.com
(801) 707-3622
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Jacqueline Pender (j_pender_pcut@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:15
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Pender
PO Box 981771
Park City, UT 84098
j_pender_pcut@yahoo.com
(435) 513-4891
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Deja Dowling (dejad23@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:18
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Rocky Mountain Power cares about their bottom line, not about what's best for their customers and the environment.
Don't let yet another corporation put money over people.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Deja Dowling
11974 S Reeves Ln
Riverton, UT 84065
dejad23@gmail.com
(801) 815-5651
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Jay Waxse (waxseman@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:15
PM

Dear UT PSC,
The sun is power. Use the power. Utah is losing out without it, it's so clear. Unlike the air in SLC
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Jay Waxse
99 N 1850 W
Cedar City, UT 84720
waxseman@gmail.com
(210) 618-6669
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Shauna Ehninger (meowsk@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:18
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Shauna Ehninger
10166 Buttercup Drive
Sandy, UT 84092
meowsk@gmail.com
(801) 910-2367
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Madeleine Sellers (sellers.madeleine@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:15
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Madeleine Sellers
8450 South 300 East
Madeleine, UT 84070
sellers.madeleine@yahoo.com
(385) 695-8606
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Meg Randle (meg.randle@imail.org) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:18
PM

Dear UT PSC,
I am in my 3rd year of rooftop solar and am very pleased to be part of the solution. Pleas support solar longer so the we
have improved air quality together. Clean energy deserves support
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Meg Randle
856 E Sherman Ave
Slc, UT 84105
meg.randle@imail.org
(801) 414-3343
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Richard Petty (richpetty43@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:19
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Richard Petty
4732 South Deer Creek Rd
Millcreek, UT 84124
richpetty43@gmail.com
(801) 391-0247
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Samantha Panos (spanos06@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:15
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Samantha Panos
6165 S Vinecrest Dr
Salt Lake City, UT 84121
spanos06@yahoo.com
(801) 550-6649
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Alicia Gunter (alligunter@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:18
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Alicia Gunter
4817 S 1115 E
Holladay, UT 84117
alligunter@yahoo.com
(801) 755-2364
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Cameron Mosher (cam@cammosher.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:15
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Cameron Mosher
1420 E Saxony Pl, Unit D
Holladay, UT 84117
cam@cammosher.com
(801) 243-7404
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Kristine Woodbury (kris.woodbury@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:15
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Kristine Woodbury
12683 S Clover Dr
Draper, UT 84020
kris.woodbury@gmail.com
(801) 231-9872
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Kate Steinicke (katea.steinicke@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:15
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Solar is the future so let's stop fighting it!
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Kate Steinicke
6500 Liberty Peak Ln
Park City, UT 84098
katea.steinicke@gmail.com
(435) 659-0178
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Michele King (micheleking9@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:15
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Michele King
459 E 2700 S, Apt 3
South Salt Lake, UT 84115
micheleking9@gmail.com
(801) 898-6382
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Kelli Ayala (kelliwho2@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:19
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Kelli Ayala
4510 Stone Creek Dr
Ogden, UT 84401
kelliwho2@gmail.com
(571) 230-3218
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Aaron Ardmore (ardmoreaaron@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:15
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Aaron Ardmore
82 N 800 W
Provo, UT 84601
ardmoreaaron@gmail.com
(425) 760-5382
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Jonathan Hamelin (jshame17@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:14
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Jonathan Hamelin
1009 E Wilson Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84105
jshame17@gmail.com
(801) 455-9766
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Brian Rasmussen (briras21@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:14
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Brian Rasmussen
6872 S Well Spring Rd Apt 17C
Midvale, UT 84047
briras21@gmail.com
(385) 207-8036
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Hillel Brandes (hkb11001@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:14
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Hillel Brandes
2710 E 4135 S
Salt Lake City, UT 84124
hkb11001@gmail.com
(814) 206-4388
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Anna Arevalo (learntosee@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:14
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Anna Arevalo
8957 S Ledge Stone Dr Unit 207
Sandy, UT 84094
learntosee@gmail.com
(801) 580-9305
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Rebecca Turkanis (mindfulturkey@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:14
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Rebecca Turkanis
2580 S Adams St
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
mindfulturkey@gmail.com
(801) 413-9413
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Gene Ulmer (gulmer@mcn.org) Sent You a Personal Message <automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:19 PM

Dear UT PSC,
Solar and wind are the best choices for energy of the future, along with geothermal, don't do anything to jeopardize it, like
punitive rates.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Gene Ulmer
1408 E 5935 S
Salt Lake Cty, UT 84121
gulmer@mcn.org
(801) 674-9248
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Leslie Brown (222lbrown@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:14
PM

Dear UT PSC,
PLEASE DEFEND ROOFTOP SOLAR!
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Leslie Brown
1978 Wilson Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
222lbrown@gmail.com
(801) 487-6376
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Brady Tate (bradyjlizard@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:14
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Brady Tate
456 W Main St
Grantsville, UT 84029
bradyjlizard@yahoo.com
(435) 830-5585
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Jesse Bryan (jessbjibbin@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:20
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Jesse Bryan
938 E Logan Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84105
jessbjibbin@hotmail.com
(801) 598-9770
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Sheri Mitchell (prog2112@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:20
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Sheri Mitchell
7064 Pepperidge Pl
Sheri, UT 84047
prog2112@msn.com
(801) 824-6436
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Linda Estabrook (lindajan900@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:21
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Rock Mountain Power should pay for the unused power produced not just take it and zero out the account every March.
We are paying $12 month for net metering.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Linda Estabrook
2729 Harrison Blvd
Ogden, UT 84403
lindajan900@aol.com
(541) 981-0313
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
Jessie Pye (jessie.cedarbear@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:21
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Jessie Pye
1151 W Main St
Vernal, UT 84078
jessie.cedarbear@gmail.com
(435) 828-1729
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Kelly J Fogarty (kjfogarty@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:21
PM

Dear UT PSC,
We should do everything in our power to make solar energy affordable and accessable.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Kelly J Fogarty
415 E 800 S
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
kjfogarty@gmail.com
(801) 201-1644
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
James Rounds (foptimusprime@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:22
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Giving Utahns access to solar power will invigorate our economy, and bring cheap power to the residents that need it
most.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
James Rounds
309 E 100 S, #106
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
foptimusprime@gmail.com
(801) 718-1499
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
Janell Richey (jeffrichey3388@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:22
PM

Dear UT PSC,
To charge solar customers for attempting to go green is borderline criminal. Everyone preaches conservation until
corporations like Rocky Mountain Power lobbies for more money and politicians receive their bribes!!!
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Janell Richey
6284 W 4800 S
Hooper, UT 84315
jeffrichey3388@gmail.com
(801) 430-1589
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Taylor Meadows (t.m34dz@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:22
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Taylor Meadows
460 N 100 E
Provo, UT 84606
t.m34dz@gmail.com
(307) 413-5700
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Chris Bentley (bentley268@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:22
PM

Dear UT PSC,
We could be increase incentives for people to do environmentally responsible actions, like rooftop solar, not punish them
with rate increases.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Chris Bentley
3205 S 1575 E
Salt lake City, UT 84105
bentley268@gmail.com
(801) 440-1436
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Judy Schiefer (judydschiefer@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:22
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Please support solar power. I support a rate structure that allows people to make good power choices. Sincerely, judy
Schiefer
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Judy Schiefer
3075 E. Kennedy Dr., #106
Salt Lake City, utah, UT 84108
judydschiefer@gmail.com
(801) 582-7483
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Amy D (cicinac@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message <automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:22 PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Amy D
3924 S 2000 E
Slc, UT 84124
cicinac@msn.com
(801) 201-7802
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Stephanie Anaya (stephanaya4@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:23
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Stephanie Anaya
1109 S Remington Way
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
stephanaya4@gmail.com
(505) 818-9708
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Lucas Wright-Moore (lwrightmoore@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:23
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Make the right choice and start investing in renewable energy, not killing it!
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Lucas Wright-Moore
3062 S 2600 E
Slc, UT 84109
lwrightmoore@gmail.com
(801) 440-0024
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Ines Hedzic (ineshedzic@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:24
PM

Dear UT PSC,
We need these jobs here in Moab! Our children deserve a future that's not destroyed by coal and climate change! Don't
you have any granchildren? How will you answer to them in the future... the very bleak one they'll inherit?!
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Ines Hedzic
482 Tusher
Moab, UT 84532
ineshedzic@yahoo.com
(385) 239-7628
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Keagan Cheatwood (kkid_92@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:24
PM

Dear UT PSC,
There's no justification for making it harder and more costly you have solar in Utah, we need more clean energy.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Keagan Cheatwood
3369 S Edison St
South Salt Lake, UT 84115
kkid_92@hotmail.com
(801) 635-5996
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Mark Ritchie (markritchie101@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:24
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Mark Ritchie
10141 Eastdell Drive
Sandy, UT 84092
markritchie101@gmail.com
(801) 755-3185
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Samantha Duy (samantha.duzy@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:24
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Samantha Duy
135 S 700 E apartment 3
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
samantha.duzy@gmail.com
(801) 661-9873
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Jen Arnow (jennyarnow@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:26
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Jen Arnow
1064 E Hillview Dr
Salt Lake City, UT 84124
jennyarnow@gmail.com
(801) 577-3259
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Scott Bennion (scott.d.bennion@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:27
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Scott Bennion
245 N Vine St Apt 707
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
scott.d.bennion@gmail.com
(801) 635-4036
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Steve Shuput (sshuput@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:27
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Steve Shuput
690 N Caring Cv
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
sshuput@hotmail.com
(801) 694-5439
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Robin Hansen (rrocknrobin@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:28
PM

Dear UT PSC,
This is not the pioneering way. Utah has a chance to lead the nation in the solar industry. Don't support penalizing solar
in favor of big business interests.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Robin Hansen
11584 S Lampton View Dr
South Jordan, UT 84095
rrocknrobin@yahoo.com
(801) 635-9588
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Kim Correa (kimcorrea3@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:28
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Rocky Mountain Power should be embracing rooftop solar, going as far as installing, owning and maintaining the systems
even if the homeowners monthly bill does not change. We MUST reduce the pollution in our urban valleys, and replacing
coal plant use with rooftop solar is a critical component in that effort.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Kim Correa
5554 S Walden Glen Dr
Salt Lake City, UT 84123
kimcorrea3@gmail.com
(801) 313-1011
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Kristin Philipp (krisphili@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:28
PM

Dear UT PSC,
We Utahns should not be forced by the government to purchase our energy from a specific company which has a
monopoly over energy soley because the government has given the company unfair advantages. There are over
350,000 jobs in the renewable energy in the U.S. and it will only continue to grow because it just makes sense. Killing the
rewable energy industry here in Utah will only kill jobs, as well as Utahns.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Kristin Philipp
5378 W Bowstring Way
South Jordan, UT 84009
krisphili@gmail.com
(801) 809-1497
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Brian Nordberg (edu-dba@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:28
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Brian Nordberg
6727 S 1680 E
Salt Lake City, UT 84121
edu-dba@hotmail.com
(801) 944-6961
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Ken Ruggiero (kenruggiero@ymail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:29
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Ken Ruggiero
1433 S 550 W
Cedar City, UT 84720
kenruggiero@ymail.com
(435) 669-6598
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Michael Mecham (mecham.michael@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:29
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Michael Mecham
3852 E Chippewa Way
Eagle Mountain, UT 84005
mecham.michael@yahoo.com
(385) 335-9786
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Tammy Clemens (utahclemens8@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:30
PM

Dear UT PSC,
This would be the most logical step for this sunny state and will improve air quality. Win win.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Tammy Clemens
3637 N 600 E
Ogden, UT 84414
utahclemens8@msn.com
(801) 391-0410
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Joe Feldman (joefeldman64@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:30
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Joe Feldman
1226 E Matthew Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84121
joefeldman64@gmail.com
(801) 599-2317
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Jennifer Durham (mandjdurham@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:30
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Jennifer Durham
1444 W Cancun Way
Riverton, UT 84065
mandjdurham@gmail.com
(801) 891-5968
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Philip Ershler (ershler@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:31
PM

Dear UT PSC,
I already have rooftop solar. I have several friends that also have rooftop solar. I considered two factors before deciding to
have the solar panels installed. One, it is the correct and important to reduce unnecessary pollution. And two, the
investment I made is an important part of my finances. Changing the rules would be unfair to existing solar owners and
those who would wish to improve the environment. In addition I have already committed to paying for several Blue Sky
blocks of wind generated power. Right now, Rocky Mountain Power recently purchased by Dominion Power, should be
doing everything possible to contribute to better air quality in the Salt Lake Valley.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Philip Ershler
3368 S Paige Cir
Salt Lake City, UT 84109
ershler@icloud.com
(801) 230-8771
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Elijah Amodt (elijah.amodt@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:32
PM

Dear UT PSC,
The coal industry is fading as demand for clean energy only grows. It's time for green energy to emerge in the market and
since our leaders of the nation aren't interested in this, it should be a person's right to choose the energy choice they
most agree with.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Elijah Amodt
5576 S Creekwood Ln Apt 6S
Murray, UT 84107
elijah.amodt@gmail.com
(801) 413-9844
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Sally Wade (salwade@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:32 PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Sally Wade
136 U Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
salwade@gmail.com
(801) 884-6172
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Nikki Wyman (nikki.wyman@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:32
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Nikki Wyman
10362 S 535 E
Sandy, UT 84070
nikki.wyman@gmail.com
(801) 699-9378
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Lisa Hazel (lisa_hazel189@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:33
PM

Dear UT PSC,
I want rooftop solar to boom for the general public. Rocky Mounatin power doesn't need another monopoly. They will be
okay with other people benefiting from the obvious solution to the future power of Utah. Do not hurt what is best for our
environment. Make it easier for the public to benefit from doing their part with slowing global warming.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Lisa Hazel
1124 E 4th Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
lisa_hazel189@hotmail.com
(801) 759-8215
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Mike Lyons (dmethoxane@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:34
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Join the future of farming energy not hunting and gathering it
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Mike Lyons
10222 S 360 E
Sandy, UT 84070
dmethoxane@hotmail.com
(801) 673-4125
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Pegeen Liston (pliston2@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:35
PM

Dear UT PSC,
And don't let Rocky Mountain Power destroy the solar industry out of greed and a complete disregard for our planet.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Pegeen Liston
394 N Main St Apt 3
Slc, UT 84103
pliston2@gmail.com
(801) 897-2167
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Liam Mcnally (liamjmcnally@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:38
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Please look forward, Utah. The sooner we transition to sustainable energy, the sooner it becomes economically viable.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Liam Mcnally
2275 s 2200 e
Salt lake city, UT 84109
liamjmcnally@gmail.com
(801) 712-2607
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Jeneve Beaudoin (jjbdynomite@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:39
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Jeneve Beaudoin
831 Bayview Dr
Farmington, UT 84025
jjbdynomite@yahoo.com
(801) 721-2406
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Nic Deseelhorst (acceptlyf@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:41
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Nic Deseelhorst
1280 E 900 S
Salt Lake City, UT 84105
acceptlyf@gmail.com
(801) 520-6713
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
DeAnn Gorney (hawkgal54@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:41
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
DeAnn Gorney
4554 W. 6165 S.
Salt Lake City, UT 84118
hawkgal54@gmail.com
(801) 833-3755
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Rosemary Craighill (rwcut@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:40
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Rooftop solar should be an affordable option for UTAH home owners
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Rosemary Craighill
1513 Meadow Loop Rd Apt 2
Park City, UT 84098
rwcut@comcast.net
(435) 720-1548
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Benjamin Lariviere (lariviereben@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:41
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Utah receives enough days of son to be a leader in clean energy. Unfairly changing solar producers is going to harm
utahns.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Benjamin Lariviere
439 E Redondo Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
lariviereben@gmail.com
(207) 651-9181
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Nicole Herbert (wickedwickitwitch@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:41
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Nicole Herbert
6905 S 1300 E, 479
Midvale, UT 84047
wickedwickitwitch@gmail.com
(801) 910-9200
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Matt Morrison (themorrisonman@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:41
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Matt Morrison
2344 E Stringham Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84109
themorrisonman@hotmail.com
(801) 680-9905
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
James Nielson (jamesnielson88@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:42
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
James Nielson
5494 S Chaparral Dr
Murray, UT 84123
jamesnielson88@gmail.com
(801) 809-3344
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Kimberlee Martin (kimberlee33@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:42
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Kimberlee Martin
138 Birmingham Ln
North Salt Lake, UT 84054
kimberlee33@gmail.com
(801) 755-8206
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Diane Tran (blu13_stars@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:42
PM

Dear UT PSC,
If you believe in a free market, then we should allow solar power to enter without being penalized.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Diane Tran
254 s 300 e
Salt lake city, UT 84111
blu13_stars@yahoo.com
(206) 802-5201
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Gail Kelly (lifeforceenergies@tularosa.net) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:43
PM

Dear UT PSC,
The power companies need to reinvent themselves and evolve like the phone company. Laws should not be created to
block the growth of smaller companies and new jobs. Do what is right for the people and more importantly, the
environment. If we are to breathe cleaner air, we need solar power. Our health depends on it.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Gail Kelly
2277 W 2375 N
Clinton, UT 84015
lifeforceenergies@tularosa.net
(575) 491-6549
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Joseph Tomlinson (jtomlinson7@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:44
PM

Dear UT PSC,
The proposed rates are simply part of Rocky Mountain Power's strategy to continue profiting from electricity generating
assets that rely on purchasing fossil fuel feedstock - the sale of which lines their utility cronies' pockets - while the utility
gets to mark that cost up to generate its own profits.
Deploying solar energy assets on rooftops should be incentivized, not penalized. Individuals should have the right to own
or lease and operate those assets without paying usurious fees to utilities. Rocky Mountain Power operates under a
license that was provided to meet a public mandate.
Utilities should be deploying solar assets as quickly as possible in order to improve Utah's - and the nation's - air quality
as well as lowering the long term cost of electricity! Solar assets continue to generate electricity for over 30 years, long
after their cost has been depreciated, and require no feedstock purchase for utilities to add their margin to. That's why
utilities nationwide continue to resist adoption of solar!
Utah residents are best served by reducing their long term energy costs as quickly as possible, and solar assets do
exactly that. Utah residents also have the right to expect their government to do everything in its power to improve air
quality that is more and more often as bad a Beijing's.
A balance of solar and fossil fuels is needed until enough renewable energy generating assets and storage can be
deployed to relegate fossil fuel generated electricity to being purely a "back up" technology!
The utilities should only be able to profit from grid maintenance and the real cost of power generation that serves the
public's best interest.
Utilites play a role for which they operate under unique economic rules because their function serves the public trust. If
utilities use their money to undermine the deployment of energy assets that are in the best interest of the public, they
should have their licenses stripped!
Enough is enough!
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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Sincerely,
Joseph Tomlinson
8293 N Ranch Garden Rd
Park City, UT 84098
jtomlinson7@icloud.com
(435) 659-0941
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Sara Taylor (herbalroots@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:47
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Sara Taylor
375 S Main St
Moab, UT 84532
herbalroots@gmail.com
(303) 518-9879
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Sara Hieb (saracherie@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:47
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Sara Hieb
6142 W 8130 S
West Jordan, UT 84081
saracherie@gmail.com
(801) 688-1192
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Rosanise Odell (rao1111@westminstercollege.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:48
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Rosanise Odell
3020 S 2520 E
Slc, UT 84109
rao1111@westminstercollege.edu
(801) 803-4061
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Shauna Freebairn (ssfreebairn@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:50
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Please don't penalize those who want to help the air that we ALL breathe.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Shauna Freebairn
342 W Landview Dr
Saratoga Springs, UT 84045
ssfreebairn@yahoo.com
(385) 224-0123
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Brian Farner (brian_farner@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:50
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Brian Farner
6223 W 135 N Apt 29
Hurricane, UT 84737
brian_farner@hotmail.com
(847) 436-2692
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Michelle Andersen (miandersen@att.net) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:51
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Michelle Andersen
3980 E. Emigration Canyon Road
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
miandersen@att.net
(801) 231-2730
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Carlos Alarco (carlosalarco@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:52
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Carlos Alarco
1595 S 400 E
Orem, UT 84058
carlosalarco@hotmail.com
(801) 368-3248
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Jesse Seastrand (jseastrand@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:52
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Jesse Seastrand
4424 S Markread St
West Valley City, UT 84119
jseastrand@gmail.com
(385) 695-9783
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
jaime hirsh (jaimehirsh@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:53
PM

Dear UT PSC,
We need to be encouraging progress like this, not stifling it so a dying industry can squeeze the last remaining dollars out
of our population.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
jaime hirsh
52 d st
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
jaimehirsh@gmail.com
(801) 599-7568
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Tyler Wilcox (tyler.wlcx@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:53
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Tyler Wilcox
2318 W 13235 S
Riverton, UT 84065
tyler.wlcx@gmail.com
(801) 889-6439
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Julia Anderson (juliaa801@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:53
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Please stop damaging the people of Utah. Support your citizens
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Julia Anderson
5939 W Swanbridge Dr
Kearns, UT 84118
juliaa801@yahoo.com
(801) 712-9080
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Rhonda Overman (sonnehawke@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:54
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Rhonda Overman
3027 W Roxborough Park St
West Valley City, UT 84119
sonnehawke@outlook.com
(385) 321-5214
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Richard Burford (richardburford@mac.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:03
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Richard Burford
9352 S Sterling Dr
Sandy, UT 84093
richardburford@mac.com
(801) 671-6288
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Angie Lassig (anlassig@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:05
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Angie Lassig
1381 E 1300 S
Salt Lake City, UT 84105
anlassig@gmail.com
(801) 712-2841
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Tiffany Mankins (tiff.mankins@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:06
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Tiffany Mankins
115 South 300 East Apt. 208
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
tiff.mankins@gmail.com
(801) 414-9214
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Carol Foster (carol.luise.foster@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:07
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Please reject this frankly cynical, transparent and short-sighted money grab by Rocky Mountain Power. Utahns demand
choices, and the ability to live in an environmentally-stable way. Thank you.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Carol Foster
163 B St
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
carol.luise.foster@gmail.com
(801) 913-3982
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Ryan Pleune (ryanpleune@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:09
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Ryan Pleune
1868 S 400 E
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
ryanpleune@hotmail.com
(801) 633-3474
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Laura Lamarche (laura.lamarche@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:09
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Laura Lamarche
1357 E Sherman Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84105
laura.lamarche@gmail.com
(307) 690-5862
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Docket 14-035-114: Rooftop Solar PSC Docket
1 message
Susan Stewart <susan.ryonen@gmail.com>
Reply-To: susan.ryonen@gmail.com
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:10 PM

On November 9, Rocky Mountain Power filed a request before the Public Service Commission to raise rates on rooftop
solar customers. I oppose this fee request. I do not believe the utility has proven that these customers burden other
ratepayers or the system with significant costs.
There are many problems with the utility's claims, including:
Rocky Mountain Power's Cost of Service study dramatically over estimates the cost of servicing rooftop solar customers
while underestimating the benefits solar provides to the grid and other ratepayers.
Almost 60% of the "costs" in Rocky Mountain Powers study are actually lost revenue for the utility, rather than actual
engineering and maintenance costs. It is not appropriate that the utility seeks to force solar customers to fill its
shareholders' pockets.
Lastly, the utility has failed to fully account many of the grid benefits which rooftop solar provides, such as transmission
upgrades, deferred capital costs and avoided environmental compliance costs.
I hope the governor's office and the commission take a hard look at the many detailed and thorough testimonies which
the solar industry and clean energy advocates have filed.
Rooftop solar is not a "cost" for the grid, but a valuable resource and should be treated as such. These studies will prove
it.
Thank you for your time.

Susan Stewart
1411 s. Utah st. #23
Salt lake city, UT 84104
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1 message
Harold Young (haroldbuis@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:11
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Harold Young
1436 Marilyn Dr
Ogden, UT 84403
haroldbuis@gmail.com
(801) 231-1662
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Nephi Beh (behnephi@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:14
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Nephi Beh
864 W 400 N
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
behnephi@yahoo.com
(801) 979-3670
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Lisa Seethaler (lseethaler@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:14
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Lisa Seethaler
643 E 4350 S
Murray, UT 84107
lseethaler@gmail.com
(801) 513-4406
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Susan Stewart <susan.ryonen@gmail.com>
Reply-To: susan.ryonen@gmail.com
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:15 PM

On November 9, Rocky Mountain Power filed a request before the Public Service Commission to raise rates on rooftop
solar customers. I oppose this fee request. I do not believe the utility has proven that these customers burden other
ratepayers or the system with significant costs.
There are many problems with the utility's claims, including:
Rocky Mountain Power's Cost of Service study dramatically over estimates the cost of servicing rooftop solar customers
while underestimating the benefits solar provides to the grid and other ratepayers.
Almost 60% of the "costs" in Rocky Mountain Powers study are actually lost revenue for the utility, rather than actual
engineering and maintenance costs. It is not appropriate that the utility seeks to force solar customers to fill its
shareholders' pockets.
Lastly, the utility has failed to fully account many of the grid benefits which rooftop solar provides, such as transmission
upgrades, deferred capital costs and avoided environmental compliance costs.
I hope the governor's office and the commission take a hard look at the many detailed and thorough testimonies which
the solar industry and clean energy advocates have filed.
Rooftop solar is not a "cost" for the grid, but a valuable resource and should be treated as such. These studies will prove
it.
Thank you for your time.

Susan Stewart
1411 s. Utah st. #23
Salt lake city, UT 84104
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1 message
Nils Eddy (nils.eddy@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:17 PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Nils Eddy
776 E Emerson Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84105
nils.eddy@gmail.com
(801) 664-5892
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Samantha Simonich (simonichdance@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:19
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Samantha Simonich
230 F Street
Salt lake city, UT 84112
simonichdance@gmail.com
(801) 660-9120
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Desirae Sizemore (desirae.nicole92@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:19
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Desirae Sizemore
1776 S Main St
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
desirae.nicole92@gmail.com
(801) 870-1064
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
William Hahnenberger (whahnenberger@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at
3:30 PM

Dear UT PSC,
As a solar user I realize the importance and future of solar worldwide and in Utah in particular. Throwing money at the
coal industry and penalizing solar is wrongheaded. Keep the net metering as it is and give benefits to people installing
solar systems.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
William Hahnenberger
1726 E imperial Park Lane
William, UT 84106
whahnenberger@hotmail.com
(801) 502-8365
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Christine Gray (cmgray1958@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:33
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Christine Gray
5069 S Lambeth St
Taylorsville, UT 84129
cmgray1958@msn.com
(801) 564-9175
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Adam Harris (adamharris1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:34
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Adam Harris
71 W 8710 S
Sandy, UT 84070
adamharris1@gmail.com
(801) 252-5331
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Craig Provost (cprovost@att.net) Sent You a Personal Message <automail@knowwho.com> Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:43 PM
To: psc@utah.gov
Dear UT PSC,
I am a roof-top solar owner who bought in to try to help decrease my carbon footprint, but do not want to be further
economically punished for trying to go green and contribute to sustainable energy, and minimize use of fossil fuels.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Craig Provost
800 E 18th Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
cprovost@att.net
(501) 416-5931
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Toni Benevento (toni.benevento@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:46
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Toni Benevento
PO Box 265
Springdale, UT 84767
toni.benevento@gmail.com
(201) 421-5595
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Pam Maehr (pmaehr@q.com) Sent You a Personal Message <automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:48 PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Pam Maehr
6041 S 4260 W
Kearns, UT 84118
pmaehr@q.com
(801) 201-4172
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Julian Gasiewski (livefrom435@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:49
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Julian Gasiewski
2043 Cooke Dr
Park City, UT 84060
livefrom435@gmail.com
(215) 694-6300
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Lucas Jessop (jessup.lucas@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:56
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Give solar to the people and stop taxing it and charging ridiculous rate just to ensure you have a job.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Lucas Jessop
263 W 2300 N
Clearfield, UT 84015
jessup.lucas@gmail.com
(435) 414-5113
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Jaimie Shaw (jaimiejo64@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:56
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Tell Rocky Mountain Power to leave our solar power alone! Solar is the way of the future! Coal is out! Utah needs
affordable solar energy! Progress!
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Jaimie Shaw
2997 S Highway 40
Heber City, UT 84032
jaimiejo64@gmail.com
(435) 503-6889
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
John Bates (johnkbates@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:56
PM

Dear UT PSC,
This is not the future-proof. This is not competitive. This is ridiculous, don't let them do this to us.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
John Bates
1338 S Foothill Dr. #371
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
johnkbates@gmail.com
(415) 939-7873
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Gary Myers (gmyersut@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 3:59
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Slashing the rate Rocky Mountain pays me for the energy my solar array generates into the grid is patently unfair and,
coupled with the punitive demand charges, is a bald faced attempt to discourage expansion of roof top solar. We who
have solar provide a resource to the power system that is beneficial to all and it reduces the necessity of building more
power plants. Don't punish us for the good we do.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Gary Myers
117 N 775 E
American Fork, UT 84003
gmyersut@yahoo.com
(801) 319-3189
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Dan Syroid (dsyroid@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 4:00 PM

Dear UT PSC,
As a solar based customer and power supplier, I strongly urge RMP to not impose these devastating changes. Please
learn from Nevada's big mistake where they killed the robust solar industry in that state and then had to go back and fix it.
Solar power is the wave of the future and must be encouraged. RMP should move to build large solar and battery
facilities in sunny Utah and phase out dirty coal power ASAP. If RMP chooses to move ahead with this bad plan, there
will be widespread public outrage. Do the right thing and move your company to a sustainable future.
.... Dan Syroid
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Dan Syroid
4779 Balsam Dr
Park City, UT 84098
dsyroid@gmail.com
(435) 602-9957
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
James Naccarato (jbnacc@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 4:03
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
James Naccarato
8120 S Cottage Pines Cv
Salt Lake City, UT 84121
jbnacc@gmail.com
(801) 573-5995
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Eva Firth (evafirth@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message <automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 4:04 PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Eva Firth
1379 S Utahna Dr
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
evafirth@gmail.com
(801) 244-0211
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
David Roberts (riverrat861@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 4:04
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
David Roberts
846 N 950 W
Provo, UT 84604
riverrat861@gmail.com
(801) 367-6977
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Christiana Twitchell (christianalee22@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 4:07
PM

Dear UT PSC,
As a state with high quantities of sunlight, Utah needs to take advantage of this precious resource and individual citizens
can make a difference!
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Christiana Twitchell
482 S 2500 E
Spanish Fork, UT 84660
christianalee22@gmail.com
(435) 513-0847
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Stephen Bannister (steve.bannister@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 4:08
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Stephen Bannister
159 W Broadway Apt 608
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
steve.bannister@gmail.com
(801) 368-3369
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Mary Williams (mfnwilliams@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 4:10
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Mary Williams
PO Box 171264
SLC, UT 84117
mfnwilliams@gmail.com
(801) 608-0769
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Patty Arnold (pattyarnold64@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 4:11
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Patty Arnold
4774 S 1800 W Apt 8
Roy, UT 84067
pattyarnold64@gmail.com
(385) 251-5687
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
Diana Mccoy (mafidl38@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 4:13
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Diana Mccoy
538 S 800 E
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
mafidl38@gmail.com
(305) 498-2137
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
Brenda Kidman (bkidman@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 4:15
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Brenda Kidman
7848 S 2100 E
South Weber, UT 84405
bkidman@gmail.com
(801) 791-5030
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
Brenda Kidman (bkidman@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 4:15
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Brenda Kidman
7848 S 2100 E
South Weber, UT 84405
bkidman@gmail.com
(801) 791-5030
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Thomas Fuller (tfuller6@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 4:19
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Thomas Fuller
3598 Supernal Circle
Cottonwood Heights, UT 84121
tfuller6@gmail.com
(801) 550-2465
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
Thomas Fuller (tfuller6@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 4:19
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Thomas Fuller
3598 Supernal Circle
Cottonwood Heights, UT 84121
tfuller6@gmail.com
(801) 550-2465
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_JgbFHFUE63SmEEELSy2TvFPHZ-5oXE2WlpTJxVtRPjpS5JFI/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.e…
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1 message
Marylyn Sterling (msterling1080@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 4:40
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Marylyn Sterling
387 E 8800 S
Sandy, UT 84070
msterling1080@gmail.com
(801) 673-2710
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_Jgbip9zXEVQIYqMcDNjyODv3p6nbhFeSDKVxOgCy56riFjUn/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.en.…
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Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
Esther Fors (estherfors@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 4:42
PM

Dear UT PSC,
We are stewards of this planet. It's up to us! We can do better than fossil fuels. What on Earth are we waiting for?
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Esther Fors
888 E Woodshire Ave
Murray, UT 84107
estherfors@gmail.com
(801) 557-5761
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_Jgbip9zXEVQIYqMcDNjyODv3p6nbhFeSDKVxOgCy56riFjUn/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.en.…
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1 message
Tyson Bryant (t.l.bryant@aggiemail.usu.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 4:44
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Utah gets a lot of intense sun and has a lot of solar energy potential. Whether the powers that be like it or not, about 8%
of Utah's power will eventually come from rooftop with an additional 43% from solar plants. That's just physics. I mean
unless we bring back nuclear or figure out fusion, but the former is unfortunately a PR disaster and we've been "10 years"
away from fusion for like... 50 years. So, I wouldn't bet on it.
The thing is a lot of folks are starting to understand this and they want to do the right thing. They want to take personal
responsibility and do their part to make this inevitable transition smooth and fast for the benefit of all Utahns. Please,
don't get in their way. If you do get in the way of these good people who are doing the right things for themselves and
each other... I promise you that you'll be on the wrong side of history. In the words of Led Zeppelin singer Robert Plant,
"there are many paths that you can go by, but in the long run there's still time to change the road you're on."
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Tyson Bryant
2956 W 3500 N
Farr West, UT 84404
t.l.bryant@aggiemail.usu.edu
(801) 698-5273
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_Jgbip9zXEVQIYqMcDNjyODv3p6nbhFeSDKVxOgCy56riFjUn/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.en.…
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1 message
Melissa Beifuss (melissabeifuss@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 4:58
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Melissa Beifuss
185 E Sunset ave
South Salt Lake, UT 84115
melissabeifuss@gmail.com
(801) 860-7490
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AIk_Jgbip9zXEVQIYqMcDNjyODv3p6nbhFeSDKVxOgCy56riFjUn/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=VK6E92h7KU4.en.…
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